
I
had worked as a writer since I was
in my early "20s, publishing short
stories, poetry, book I;"eviews,
journalism and ebooks. 1 was well

. aware of all the faults that lay with
mainstream publishing, and it occurred to
me some years ago that it would be an
interesting idea to start up my own

. publishing company.
One of the problems I'd"noticed was that the big

publishers seemed to have very fixed ideas about
the sort of thing they would take. Every book had
to be very clearly definable by genre and books
were not considered if they crossed genres. .

Closely connected to this was the impression
we writers had, that books had to resemble
something that had gone before. Originality
appeared to be out of the question.

Then there was the problem of length.
Big publishing companies always specified the
length of the book very exactly. I noticed that
many contemporary novels were badly
overwritten, with pages and pages. that would
have been Q~tter lost.

As a writer, I am very aware that every book
has its natural length and I would prefer to
take work that is taut and well-written than
something that has been drawn out to fit some
arbitrary specification.

The thing that gave me the final push was when
I realised that not one publisher was prepared to
read the book of poetry that my grandmother,
,Effie M Roberts, of Cheltenham, had written
during World War H. Poe1:J;"y-publisherstold me
that they'considered only poetry which was.being
written now, and local history publishers told me
that they couldn't consider poetry.'

This seemed unnecessarily rigiq at a tiine when
modern printing was becoming more and more
flexible. I had studied history and English
literature and-I was well aware of the value of
those poems.

They told the story of a working-Glass woman's
experiences in the war, in a way that was lively
and interesting. They were accessible to children,
as she had written them partly to entertain her
,own young children, and yet they would appeal to
all ages, right through to the very elderly.

The standard of the journal was slightly- uneven as Effie hadJeft school at 13and had had
to teach herself, but the best.poems, I felt, were
really quite exceptional.

Even those Which were not quite so good
in technical terms were fIlled withfascin.ating
details of everyday life in Cheltenham during
the war. There was no doubt that it was a book
worth publishing.

I typed and edited the poems myself, researched
what I would need to do to set up a publishing
company, and did it. Effie's' poems were our
first books. They came out in two beautiful
letterpress editions, each limited to 100
numbered copies, Winter Jasmine and The
Golden Glory Has Fled.

They were made by Stan Lane in Stonehouse,
Gloucestershire, whose books always become
valuable, simply because of his craftsmanship.

As I knew that sales of the paperback edition,
which we intended to follow it with, would
include sales to schools .and universities,
I decided that this was a good investment.

As the first books from FraCtal Publishing, and
as the first publication of Effie's beautiful poems,
these two books were certain to become
collectors' items.

It became clear very quickly that a' paperback
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edition was indeed wanted. We printed it at more
or less the same time as The .Golden Glory Has
Fled and ca).led it A Wartime Poetry Journal.

After this we worked.in conjunction with my
sister Miriam's company; Multicultural UK, and
published guides for migrant workers. The first
was a guide to the Three Counties, but the
following year we decided to cover the whole
country. The guide is now available as Guide For
New Workers in Great Britain.

We had-it translated into Polish and my sister
bravely went to Poland, with a toddler in tow, to
negotiate with book chains there. Qur next book

is due out in April. It is called Some Missir
Persons and is by Gordon Thorburn (the ME
And Sheds man, who needs no introduction), ar
Paul Davies, a talented writer and illustrator wl
recently had an exhibition at the 'Guildha
Gloucester. It is a humorous look into the pa!
and the kinds of people you may remember,
you're old enough.

I am still writing my own stories and poem
and planning story magazines for adults ar
children to come out from Fractal in the ne:
future. Visit www.fractalpublishing.co.uk ar
www.artscape.org.uk
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